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“A refreshingly original and pure Metroidvania experience, with challenging puzzles and tight controls” 9/10 – Game Revolution “An excellent way to get back into the mindset of a classic adventure game” 8.8/10 – Destructoid Full Review Here! About This Game: Hello, We're Elden Pixels. We're inspired by classics like Metroid and
Castlevania, and we're very proud to be the first game studio to offer a fully musically enhanced Metroidvania-style 2D adventure. You play as Elden, a young video game novice who accidentally arrives on a new planet and is forced to explore his world without any help and without knowing where to go. Are you up to the challenge?
This game has been developed using a proprietary engine called Frostbite, which enables players to transition between 2D and 3D modes at any time, instantly switch from a first-person view to a side-scrolling view, and combine the content of each scene into a single seamless experience. All of these features are done using a
dynamic, real-time game engine. You can expect to see more features added to the game in the future, along with the possibility to see Elden in any gender. Build the ultimate weapon! The "M7" prototype weapon that crashes into the planet is a fully customizable dual machine gun, which gives you incredible power. You can
improve its performance using blueprints and scrap alloys. The more you improve the weapon, the more power you will have as a "Metroid"! It is your own custom-made and functional weapon! Inventory Management Each item is assigned to a slot on the controller and can be swapped between using the buttons. You can also carry
as many items as you can hold in your inventory. Bosses Prove your mettle against powerful enemies and uncover their mysteries! Each boss has their own story. Some bosses need to be avoided because they chase you. Others guard their secrets. Be careful not to bump into a boss you don't know and he will crush you! Multiple
Solutions There are many solutions to all puzzles on the game. You can even fail a puzzle a few times and still recover. About This Game: About This Game: Hello, We're Elden Pixels. We're inspired by classics like Metroid and Castlevania, and we're very proud to be the first game studio to offer a fully musically enhanced
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Features Key:

Keyboard (WASD) and mouse control
Multiple Linux Desktop environments: GNOME, KDE, Cinnamon, MATE, LXDE,...
Multiple Linux installers: no proprietary drivers, clean, minimal and complete
This installation contains Wine 1.5.20
Wayland and Xorg graphical users
Easy graphic interface for Xorg and Wayland support
Direct3D 11, 14, 12 and 9 graphics acceleration using Nirvana Runtime Compiler
HD graphics acceleration with all graphic APIs, hardware and software DXVA acceleration
Sound support coming soon
GUI guide (with charts, tables) before installation
Press keys "1" and "2" to skip help and reboot your PC.
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The planet Elden is threatened by the evil race the Zagaar. It is up to the young Alwa to protect it from these sinister creatures. However, Elden is about to face its greatest challenge. The planet is near to being completely destroyed, and it is up to Alwa and her magical companion Nirene to fight back. With the help of the Luminous
and the mysterious and totally evil Zagaar, a small group of Elden’s most dangerous inhabitants, and an extinct weapon lost over a millennium ago, Alwa must travel throughout Elden in search of the lost item, facing epic battles, solving puzzles and searching for the power needed to destroy the Zagaar. Along the way Alwa will
discover her heritage, the truth behind her father’s fate, and the reason why the Zagaar are plotting her destruction. About The Game’s Playability: Alwa’s Legacy: The Discovery of Elden is a Metroidvania-style action platform game that features several gameplay modes. Arcade Mode is the standard singleplayer mode, where the
player will have to discover more about the history of Elden and the fate of its inhabitants, as well as fight off the Zagaar in order to find the Luminous. While Arcade Mode allows the player to explore every location of Elden, Story Mode is where the game’s episodic story unfolds. This mode features a unique combat system, where
Alwa must recover the Luminous by fighting off enemies in order to collect orbs. Once the Luminous has been collected, it transforms Alwa into a starfighter, allowing her to take on bosses and other enemies. The Game’s Graphics and Audio: The game’s first-person, hand-drawn illustrations create a unique, old-school style, with
beautiful dark and light effects and rich details in the environments, characters and enemies. Each environment and location has been designed to perfectly fit the story, making Alwa’s Legacy: The Discovery of Elden one of the most believable and beautiful Metroidvania games available. The music of the game is both rock-inspired
and ominous, perfectly matching the eerie scenes and characters. Alongside the main theme, several tracks have been specially composed by Jay and the band Tom’s “Tom’s Tunes” to help set the atmosphere and explore different tones of the game’s atmosphere. About The Game’s Content: Al d41b202975
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Over-all: Note: This was played at a resolution of 1366x768. While it's night time on the planet, it's day on the Gravity Planet. Last Day of the 'Arcade' Who knows what kind of bonusstage will be added in the final build. It could be new planets, alternate endings, etc. Credits: Wii U Alwa's Legacy 2:62 Downloads: 1,880,400,338 Write
a Review Review My favorite indie game of all time, by far. The story and overall premise were superb. I can't wait to check it out in the final build. The action and environment design were top-notch, as well as the soundtrack. Alwa himself has not only done a fantastic job, but has really done much to ensure I'll come back to this.
Alwa's Legacy certainly has great potential. We were very lucky to be able to see this game in motion before its official release date. Thankfully, when the time came, we were super excited to find out what new and exciting things that Gravity Planet Games has to offer. Gravaton I absolutely loved this game. 9.4 Downloads:
504,283,048 Write a Review Review What can I say? This game is pure charm! In many ways, I enjoyed it a bit more than Alwa's Legacy. The game mechanics are a bit simpler, but they still offer some really satisfying moments. With Gravity Planet Games' games, it makes sense to be cautious when trying new mechanics - but that
doesn't mean we don't enjoy these games. Gravaton is the type of game that I need to start playing more often. It's a great cross-over between Adventure and Metroidvania games, as it has that great feel of exploration and progression. Gravity Planet Games continues to impress with their games on the Nintendo eShop. I cannot
wait to see what they have in store for us next. A bit expensive for

What's new in Alwa's Legacy:

A smattering of sun-bleached embers sort of danced down to the earth. Why... yes. A fire had been started. A simple little fire, but then... it was Earth, of course. It was Earth. A little more than a second
later, the fire was reflected in the heights of the mountain. Thirty-five minutes after that, the hillside was ablaze; and ten and a half minutes after that, humans on the ground could see the entire hillside in
flame, the flames bright enough that the white rock, where no flames could reach, was as black as the night sky. And in the fires was the shape of the mountain, cut and jagged, lit with shades of red and
orange and yellow. It was beautiful, and it filled Kai with wonder. A moment later, he felt it. With a slight push of his own, without even really thinking about it, he followed his own strange path to this
place, this place where he had been born. He had always felt the memory of being born in this land. He knew without a doubt that the fires reflected in his eyes were the same as where he had been born.
He smiled and squinted, looking closer at where his eyes met the mountain. It was beautiful. Even from a few feet away the fire was alive, thrusting out and twisting its fingers upward to find the light of the
sun. "Gosh. It's beautiful," he thought. What King's Landing could not see was plainly apparent to Kai, whose gaze bore directly upon the mountains. Behind him, and between him and the city he had no
doubt that had sent him here, there was fire. He could feel it between his arms, where he had made fists, so that they pressed into his belly, only a few feet over his back. In their place were four of his
people. One of them he remembered without a doubt. It was the girl, an honor maiden from his own same home, not too far away. He saw her in his mind's eye, but could not remember if he had met her in
life or only when he had lived here. If it had been the former, it would not have mattered. She was there to see him. 
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System Requirements:

Supported OS: Windows 7 or later (any edition), Windows Server 2008 R2 or later (any edition), Windows 8 or later (any edition) Minimum Processor: 2 GHz dual-core processor Minimum Memory: 1 GB RAM
Minimum Graphics: Shader Model 3.0 or higher, compatible with DirectX 9.0c Minimum Resolution: 1024×768 Minimum Video Card: nVidia GeForce 6800 or AMD Radeon HD 2600 (2GB video memory
required), or equivalent Minimum DirectX: 9.0c Application Availability:
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